Multimodal functional neuroimaging by combining functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG) is able to provide high spatiotemporal resolution mapping of brain activity. However, the accuracy of fMRI-constrained EEG/ MEG source imaging may be degraded by potential spatial mismatches between the locations of fMRI activation and electrical source activities. To address this problem, we propose a novel fMRI informed time-variant constraint (FITC) method. The weights in FITC are determined by combining the fMRI activities and electrical source activities in a time-variant manner to reduce the impact of the fMRI extra sources. The fMRI weights are modified using cross-talk matrix and normalized partial area under the curve to reduce the impact of fMRI missing sources. Monte Carlo simulations were performed to compare the source estimates produced by L2-minimum norm estimation (MNE), fMRI-weighted minimum norm estimation (fMNE), FITC, and depth-weighted FITC (wFITC) algorithms with various spatial mismatch conditions. Localization error and temporal correlation were calculated to compare the four algorithms under different conditions. The simulation results indicated that the FITC and wFITC methods were more robust than the MNE and fMNE algorithms. Moreover, FITC and wFITC were significantly better than fMNE under the fMRI missing sources condition. A human visual-stimulus EEG, MEG, and fMRI test was performed, and the experimental data revealed that FITC and wFITC displayed more focal areas than fMNE and MNE.
spatial and temporal resolution mapping of brain activities can be generated by combining the information from EEG/MEG and fMRI (Dale and Halgren, 2001; Henson, Flandin, Friston, & Mattout, 2010; Liu, Belliveau, & Dale, 1998) . Simulation and experimental evidence has already demonstrated the feasibility of combining EEG/MEG and fMRI data to obtain the mapping of brain activities with high spatiotemporal resolution (Dale et al., 2000; Henson et al., 2003; Liu, Dale, & Belliveau, 2002 ).
However, fMRI constrained EEG or MEG source imaging relies on two assumptions. First, neural activities that can be detected by MEG or EEG are available in fMRI activation regions. Second, the neuronal activities are able to trigger vascular responses. As the dynamics of the neural and vascular activities differ substantially, and their exact relationship is yet to be fully characterized, situations that violate these two assumptions can be easily conceived (Ahlfors & Simpson, 2004) .
For instance, fMRI activation regions may remain electrically silent at the scalp due to the close-field geometry (Huster, Debener, Eichele, & Herrmann, 2012) . This example violates the first assumption, and the fMRI activation regions can be defined as fMRI extra sources. Under other circumstances, neural activities can be detected by EEG or MEG but cannot cause BOLD signal because the increase in cerebral blood flow caused by the activated neurons is too small to detect. This violates the second assumption and may cause fMRI missing sources. Due to the existence of fMRI extra sources or fMRI missing sources, fMRI constrained EEG or MEG source imaging may lead to inaccurate results (Fujimaki, Hayakawa, Nielsen, Kn€ osche, & Miyauchi, 2002) . Moreover, fMRI missing sources have greater negative impacts on the accuracy of fMRI constrained EEG or MEG source imaging (Liu et al., 1998; Liu and He, 2008) .
The approach that is used most often for fMRI constrained EEG or MEG source imaging is the fMRI-weighted minimum norm estimation (fMNE) algorithm (Liu et al., 1998) . To solve the mismatch problems between the location of fMRI activation regions and neural activities, the weights in fMNE are mainly based on fMRI activation maps. The diagonal elements of the source covariance matrix are set to 1 for the location in fMRI activation regions and 0.1 for other locations. The offdiagonal elements are set to 0. They found that using this source covariance matrix provided the best tradeoff between sensitivities to crosstalk from fMRI visible and missing sources. In fMNE, those weights are assumed to be constant during the entire period of interest. However, neural activities change with time. Therefore, the constant weights used for all time points may cause excessive bias in the source waveforms of the EEG/MEG source estimation (Liu, Kecman, & He, 2006) . Liu and He (2008) proposed a time-variant spatial constraints method which relies on the assumption that the BOLD signal is proportional to the time integral of local source power during the event related potential (ERP) generation.
In this study, we propose a novel fMRI informed time-variant constraint (FITC) method to address the weight problem mentioned above.
Our proposed method does not rely on the assumption of the quantitative relation between the BOLD signal and neuronal activities. In contrast to fMNE, the weights in FITC are determined by both the neural electric weights and fMRI weights in a time-variant manner to reduce the impact of fMRI extra sources. fMRI weights were then modified using crosstalk value n and normalized partial area under the curve value q to reduce the impact of fMRI missing sources. A location with lower n value represents higher estimation accuracy, and the location with a larger q value means that neurons are more active for a longer time. Thus, locations with lower n values and larger q values might represent the fMRI missing sources. "Depth weighting" of the lead field of FITC was applied to reduce the bias toward the superficial versus deep sources (Fuchs, Wagner, Kohler, & Wischmann, 1999; Lin et al., 2006) .
Computer simulations and experiments were performed to evaluate and compare the inverse solution based on the minimum norm estimation (MNE) Ilmoniemi, 1984, 1994; Molins, Stufflebeam, Brown, & Hämäläinen, 2008) , fMNE, FITC and depth weighted FITC (wFITC) method. In our simulation study, we randomly selected the dipole locations and simulated the corresponding fMRI activation region with/without introducing mismatches between fMRI activation and source locations to simulate the matched and mismatched conditions (fMRI missing source and extra source) at different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Moreover, additional simulation factors (number of mismatched sources and temporally overlapping source waveforms) were also taken into account. Both the spatial and temporal accuracies were evaluated for conditions mentioned previously. In our visually evoked EEG/MEG and fMRI experiments, the source estimates responding to a visual stimulus was determined and compared among the following four algorithms: MNE, fMNE, FITC, and wFITC.
| M ET HOD S

| EEG/MEG inverse problem
The forward model for EEG or MEG imaging can be expressed in a simple linear equation (Liu et al., 1998 (Liu et al., , 2002 ):
where x(t) is an N x -by-1 vector (N x is the total number of EEG electrodes or MEG sensors) of EEG or MEG recordings, s(t) is an N s -by-1 vector (N s is the total number of current sources) of unknown source strengths, L is an N x -by-N s gain matrix and n(t) is an N x -by-1 noise vector.
There are several ways to derive the linear inverse operator. The most frequently used are Tichonov regularization, Wiener filter, and Bayesian estimation (Hauk, 2004) . All these derivations result in an equivalent linear inverse operator (G), which can be expressed as follows (Liu et al., 2006) :
where C is the noise covariance matrix and R is the source covariance matrix. Notice that if both the source covariance matrix R and noise covariance matrix C are set to the identity matrix, then the approach turns into the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse (Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994) .
Once the optimal linear inverse estimator G is calculated, the estimated source activityŝ can be calculated using the simple expression:
2.2 | fMRI-weighted minimum norm estimation
The source covariance matrix or the weights R used in fMNE can be written as:
where R f is an N s -by-N s matrix. The diagonal elements of R f are set to 1 for the locations in the fMRI activation regions, while other diagonal elements are set to 0.1. The off-diagonal elements of R f are set to 0 (Liu et al., 1998) .
| fMRI informed time-variant constraints
Constant weights for all time points may cause excess bias in the estimated source time courses in fMRI-constrained EEG/MEG source estimation (Liu and He, 2008) . To address this problem, the weights in our proposed FITC method are constructed in a time-variant manner by multiplying the neural electric weights (i.e., R e ) and fMRI weights (i.e., R f ):
R f and R e are both diagonal matrices, R e can be constructed by taking its diagonal elements to be the MNE results, as follows: Because fMRI-constrained EEG/MEG source imaging might result in inaccurate source estimates when there are fMRI missing sources, the fMRI weights R f in Equation 5 will be modified in the case of fMRI missing sources:
R n; q is constructed based on two parameters: the normalized partial area under the curve matrix (i.e., q i ) and the crosstalk matrix (i.e., n i ) of MNE results (Liu et al., 2002) .
We defined a normalized partial area under the curve matrix q i , as follows:
where T is the entire time of interest, and q i t ð Þ is an N s -by-1 source spatial distribution mask vector with suprathreshold elements set to 1 and under-threshold elements set to 0. The threshold of q i t ð Þ is determined by t-test between the baseline and task conditions for each location i.
The statistical t-value maps were corrected using Bonferroni correction at p < .05. The numerator of Equation 8 is the sum of estimated activation power over the threshold at location i, while the denominator is the total power of the entire time of interest. A large q i value indicates that the sources are more active for a longer time at location i.
The crosstalk matrix n i is defined as follows:
where G i is the i th row of G, and L i is the i th column of L. The cross-talk metric specifies the ratio of the contribution of the activity from all other locations j that is spread onto the location i to the contribution of activity at location i.
q ave and n ave are the averages of q i and n i over the intersection areas of the real fMRI activation regions and significant EEG/MEG response regions, respectively. Locations that are in significant EEG/ MEG response regions but not in real fMRI activation regions and meet the conditions that q i is exceeding q ave and n i is less than n ave will be defined as the extended activation regions. We set the diagonal elements of R n; q corresponding to real fMRI activation regions and the extended activation regions to 1; any other locations were set to 0.1.
The off-diagonal elements of R n; q were set to 0.
The calculating process of the weights used in the FITC method is outlined in Figure 1 . The weights address the problems related to both missing and extra fMRI sources.
| Computer simulations
Simulations were applied to assess the performance of the FITC algorithm. Forward models were based on realistic-geometry boundary (He et al., 1987; Lai et al., 2005; Oostendorp, Delbeke, & Stegeman, 2000) . The source space consisted of 8196 vertices that were uniformly distributed on the cortical surface.
Each vertex node is assumed to have one source oriented perpendicular to the surface. We assumed that the 64 electrodes were registered to the subject's scalp according to a 10-20 electrode system.
The numbers of current dipoles and fMRI activation regions were altered to simulate five conditions that are typically encountered in human experiments: match, fMRI missing sources (one or two missing sources), and fMRI extra sources (one or two extra sources)
conditions.
| Match condition
Three dipoles were placed on three selected locations of 8196 vertices, as shown in Figure 2a . The three dipole waveforms were simulated by quadratic function with the same peak amplitude and same duration of 100 ms. The peak latencies of the three dipole waveforms were set to be 50, 150, and 250 ms (as shown in the middle panel of Figure 2a ). To meet the match condition, the fMRI-activated areas were simulated to be centered at three selected points and all with a radius of 1 cm, as shown in the right panel of Figure 2a .
| Mismatch condition: fMRI with one or two missing sources
The three dipole locations and waveforms were identical to those described in the match condition. The fMRI-activated areas were simulated to be centered at one or two of three selected points, and all with a radius of 1 cm, leaving one or two dipoles to behave as fMRI missing sources, as shown in Figure 2b .
| Mismatch condition: fMRI with one or two extra sources
Three locations were selected from the 8196 vertices. The three simulated fMRI-activated areas were identical to those described in the match condition, as shown in the right panel of Figure 2c . Either one or two dipoles were placed at different selected locations, leaving one or two fMRI-activated areas to behave as fMRI extra sources, as shown in Figure 2c . The dipole waveforms were simulated as a quadratic function with the same peak amplitude and duration of 100 ms. The peak latency is 250 ms under the two fMRI extra sources condition, whereas under the one fMRI extra source condition, the peak latencies were 50 and 250 ms for the "red" and "blue" sources, respectively.
Under each condition, the simulated scalp EEG signals were produced by data of the BEM-based forward model and Gaussian noise.
The baseline period was defined as 200 ms prior to stimulus onset and was assumed to contain only Gaussian noise. EEG data sets were simulated with two different SNRs. The SNR was defined as the ratio between the maximum power of ideal EEG measurements and the standard deviation of the baseline period (Mantini, Franciotti, Romani, & Pizzella, 2008) . The SNR of one data set was 10, which was within the typical SNR range of real EEG data. A low SNR (SNR 5 3) was also applied to the simulation to assess the performance of the proposed method. Spatial dispersion (SD) was calculated to estimate the spatial extent for different algorithms (Hauk, Wakeman, & Henson, 2011; Molins et al., 2008) .
where K is the "resolution matrix" and K ij 5 G i L j ; d ij is the distance between the locations j and i.
The overlapping source waveforms setting was used to simulated EEG signals (as shown in the middle panel of Figure 2a ). The amplitude and duration were identical to those described above. The peak latencies were set at 50, 80, and 110 ms. The SNR of the simulated EEG signal was 10, which was within the typical SNR range of real EEG data.
| Monte Carlo simulation
The above simulations were repeated 100 times for each condition and each head model to estimate the performance statistics of the four different algorithms (MNE, fMNE, FITC, and wFITC). For each simulation, the source locations were randomly selected. When comparing the four different algorithms, both the temporal and spatial accuracies of the source estimates of the "blue" source were evaluated. Temporal accuracy is defined as the correlation coefficient between the estimated source waveforms and preset source waveforms of the real dipole location. The localized error was defined as the distance between the real dipole location and the most active estimated source location at the time of peak latency. To test whether the performance of these four methods differed, one-way Analysis of Variation (ANOVA) with Tukey's post-hoc comparisons was applied using Matlab software (The MathWorks, Natick, USA).
| Visual stimulation experiments
To validate the applicability of FITC, we collected human EEG, MEG, and fMRI data during a checkerboard visual stimulus experiment.
Three healthy subjects were recruited to participate in the experiment. Written informed consent was obtained before scanning, and the protocol of this study was approved by the institutional review board of Peking University. A rectangular checkerboard was displayed in the lower left quadrant of the visual field to serve as the visual stimulation. In the EEG and MEG experiments, the visual stimuli were displayed for 0.5 s with an inter stimulus interval (uniform black field) of one second in each trial. There were 13 blocks in the experiment, and each block included 10 trials followed by five seconds of a uniform black field. In all conditions, a central fixation was present. Subjects were instructed to minimize eye blinks during the visual stimuli condition. In the fMRI experiment, there were fifteen 20 s blocks of visual stimuli with ten 20 s resting blocks in between.
The MEG data were acquired using a 306-channel Neuromag MEG system (Elekta, Helsinki, Finland) at the Center for MRI
Research at Peking University, and the EEG data were simultaneously acquired with a 64-channel, MEG-compatible EEG system with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Both EEG and MEG data were filtered using a 0.5-40 Hz band-pass filter and then segmented into epochs from 200 ms prior to stimulus onset, which lasted for 500 ms. Trials that contained ocular artifacts were rejected.
After these preprocessing steps, all trials were averaged to obtain the visual evoked field (VEF) and potential (VEP).
The structural and functional MRI data were collected on a Siemens Magnetom Prisma 3T MR system (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) at the Center for MRI Research at Peking University. The whole-head structural MR images were acquired using the MPRAGE sequence (TR 5 2,530 ms, TE 5 2.98 ms, matrix size 448 3 512 3 192 and voxel size 0.5 3 0.5 3 1 mm 3 ). The T 2 *-weighted fMRI data were acquired using the echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR 5 2,000 ms, TE 5 30 ms, matrix size 64 3 64 3 33 and voxel size 3.5 3 3.5 3 4.2 mm 3 ). The structural MRI and fMRI data were analyzed using the SPM12 package (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/ spm12/). The fMRI data underwent standard preprocessing steps, including slice timing correction, head motion correction (Friston, Williams, Howard, Frackowiak, & Turner, 1996) , and spatially smoothing by convolving with an 8-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. The fMRI activation maps were compared via Student's t-test (p .05, FWE-corrected)
comparing the fixation to checkerboard visual stimulation conditions (Friston, Jezzard, & Turner, 1994) .
Four algorithms (MNE, fMNE, FITC, and wFITC) were used to estimate the source distribution. The fMNE, FITC, and wFITC algorithms used both VEP/VEF and fMRI data, while the MNE algorithm used the VEP/VEF data alone. 
| Mismatch condition: fMRI with one or two missing sources
The left panel of Figure 4 shows the source estimates reconstructed from MNE, fMNE, FITC and wFITC at the peak latencies (50, 150, and 250 ms) under the one fMRI missing sources condition. Both FITC and wFITC provided better spatial extent of fMRI visible sources than MNE at 50 and 150 ms (first row of Figure 4) . However, the fMRI missing source (i.e., the "blue" source) was considerably underestimated using the fMNE algorithm (second row of Figure 4) , and the most active source location was in the fMRI activated region that centered in the "red" source. FITC and wFITC improved the estimation accuracy compared to that of MNE and fMNE under one fMRI missing source condition (third and fourth rows of Figure 4 ).
When there were two fMRI missing sources, fMNE, FITC, and wFITC provided better estimated spatial extent of the fMRI visible source compared with MNE at 50 ms. However, the fMRI missing sources at 150 and 250 ms were underestimated by using fMNE as shown in the right panel of Figure 4 .
| Mismatch condition: fMRI with one or two extra sources
The left panel of Figure 5 shows the source estimates reconstructed from MNE, fMNE, FITC and wFITC algorithms at the peak latencies (50, 150, and 250 ms) under the fMRI extra sources condition. All 
| Monte Carlo simulation
When the SNR of the simulated EEG signals is 10, as shown in the first row of Figure 6 , fMNE, FITC and wFITC displayed an increase in temporal correlation relative to the EEG-alone MNE solution. fMNE, FITC, and wFITC displayed a significant decrease in localization error than MNE under the match condition.
When there was one fMRI missing source as show in Figure 6 , fMNE suffered the lowest temporal correlation and spatial accuracy among these four algorithms. MNE, FITC, and wFITC displayed a When there were two fMRI missing sources, the localization error and the temporal accuracy displayed similar patterns with the one fMRI missing source condition. MNE, FITC, and wFITC displayed a significant increase in temporal correlation and spatial accuracy compared with fMNE.
When there was one fMRI extra source, FITC and wFITC achieved higher temporal correlation than MNE and fMNE. fMNE and wFITC displayed a significant increase in spatial accuracy relative to MNE.
When there were two fMRI extra sources, the localization error and the temporal accuracy of the four methods displayed a similar pattern as the one fMRI extra source condition.
The temporal and spatial accuracies of lower SNR (SNR 5 3) was displayed in the second row of Figure 6 . All four method displayed lower temporal and spatial accuracies than under higher SNR (SNR 5 10). FITC and wFITC also displayed a significant increase in temporal and spatial accuracies relative to MNE and fMNE under the fMRI missing sources condition. Under the match condition, FITC and wFITC displayed a significant increase in temporal and spatial accuracies relative to MNE.
fMNE, FITC and wFITC achieved higher temporal and spatial accuracies compared with MNE under the fMRI extra sources condition.
Under the overlapping source waveforms configuration, all the algorithms displayed lower temporal correlation and higher localization error relative to the nonoverlapping source waveform at the same SNR as show in Figure 7 . Under the match and fMRI extra source conditions, FITC, wFITC, and fMNE achieved higher accuracy than MNE. Under the fMRI missing source conditions, FITC and wFITC displayed significant increases in temporal and spatial accuracies compared with fMNE and MNE.
| Visual stimulation experiments
The fMRI activation map (p .05, FWE-corrected) corresponding to visual stimulation is presented in Figure 8a . Brodmann area 17 (V1), area 18 (V2), and area 19 (V3, V4, V5) are shown in Figure 8b . The first through fourth rows of Figure 8c show the source estimates at 92, 115, and 175 ms after stimulus onset using the four source reconstruction algorithms (MNE, fMNE, FITC, and wFITC) on inflated cortical surfaces, respectively. From the source estimates obtained from MNE, the activations gradually extended from the low-tier to high-tier visual areas (first row in Figure 8c ). Using our proposed FITC and wFITC algorithms to reconstruct EEG source images, dynamic neural activities starting from V1 to V2, V3, V4, and V5 could be observed with enhanced spatial resolution (third and fourth rows in Figure 8c ). In contrast, V5 is not present in the results obtained using the fMNE at the latency of 175 ms, indicating that the vascular activities in this area is too weak for fMRI measurement (second row in Figure 8c ).
The fMRI activation map is present in Figure 9a . The first through fourth rows of Figure 9c show the reconstructed MEG source data at 109, 135, and 175 ms after stimulus onset using the four source reconstruction algorithms (MNE, fMNE, FITC, and wFITC) on inflated cortical surfaces, respectively. Activity occurred at 109 ms in V1 using MNE, which was followed by strong, widespread activation in the dorsal and ventral pathways at 135 and 175 ms (first row in Figure 9c ). As shown in the second row in Figure In the visually evoked experiments, the estimated source distribution produced by FITC had a narrow spread, and we observed dynamic activity from lower-tier to high-tier visual areas. This observed dynamic activity generally agrees with previous studies (Bonmassar, Schwartz, & Liu, 2001; Cottereau, Ales, & Norcia, 2015; Vanni et al., 2004 The reason that the FITC weights were constructed in a timevariant manner is that neural activities change with time in the total time period of interest. Neural activities at a certain time point may only involve a subset of the fMRI activation regions, so that other activation regions appear as fMRI extra sources (Liu et al., 1998; Ou et al., 2010) . To highlight the fMRI activation regions with neural activities
and to weaken the fMRI extra source, the FITC weights were constructed by multiplying the estimated source power and the fMRI weights. Therefore, FITC weights emphasize the fMRI activation regions with high source estimates. Moreover, compared to using only fMRI weights, applying FITC weights also weaken the negative impact of fMRI missing sources. To further weaken the impact of the fMRI missing sources, the fMRI weights were modified by the following two parameters: the cross-talk effect and the normalized partial area under curve. A location with lower crosstalk value represents higher estimation accuracy, and the location with a larger q value means that neurons are more active for a longer time. Locations with lower crosstalk values and larger q values might represent the fMRI missing sources.
Then, the weights of these locations are set to 1 to reduce the effect of fMRI missing sources.
The simulation results reported above are based on three dipoles.
We also investigated the source estimates of using five dipoles. The spatial and temporal accuracies is a slightly lower using the five dipole setting than using the three dipoles setting (Supporting Information, Figure   S1 ). It also should be noted that the proposed FITC method depends on the initial spatial distribution of the MEG or EEG data. Standard MNE is a reasonable choice for initialization, since it is unbiased to fMRI (Fuchs et al., 1999; Lin et al., 2006) . Point sources were also implemented in this study for the convenience of comparison. In future works, we plan to simulate EEG or MEG data using distributed sources.
| CON CL U S I ONS
The proposed FITC method estimates the weights using both fMRI and EEG or MEG data in a time-variant manner. Both the simulation and experimental results demonstrated that FITC led to more accurate source estimates than fMNE and MNE for various conditions, including the match, fMRI missing sources and fMRI extra sources conditions.
